UNCERTAINTIES WEIGH ON ECONOMIC PROSPECTS

Macros factors (What could happen):

Fed Policy
- Bullish
- Bearish
Fed has joined majority of other global central banks in cutting interest rates

Economic Fundamentals
- Bullish
- Bearish
Heightened trade tensions could weigh on confidence and add to economic uncertainty

Valuations
- Bullish
- Bearish
Stretched valuations suggest risks are tilted to the downside

Market factors (What is happening):

Sentiment
- Bullish
- Bearish
Sentiment was tilted toward optimism as stocks made new high, but this is already reversing

Seasonal Patterns and Trends
- Bullish
- Bearish
Stocks entered a well-advertised period of seasonal weakness lacking a momentum tailwind

Breadth
- Bullish
- Bearish
Recent broad market improvements could be tested as volatility picks up

Key takeaway: U.S. economy has been supported by strength from the consumer. Trade tensions could dampen confidence and weigh on economic prospects. Stock market consolidation could provide test of recent broad market improvements.
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